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An Honest Conversation With A Confused New Ager
This was from a thread on the subject and is my reply.

Now your quoting David Icke of all people....
The ancient Egyptians and Greeks stated the soul has to be made immortal by the spiritual practices
of serpent power Yoga. They also stated a soul can become too weak to reincarnate and thus will
perish if not empowered. It was the Christian program that lied and claimed a soul was already
immortal and that lie was to destroy the reason for the spiritual practices in the first place.
The body is the manifestation of the soul and so is the race. So the characteristic's of that being's
consciousness being expressed is the soul consciousness which is part of racial consciousness the
two are one. The Christian trap is separating the body from the soul. Which was done to create a
pseudo spirituality which is communism. Which is what you are also arguing for.
Energy is consciousness this is the point of the Shiva-Shakti which is energy and its consciousness
are the same. Energy is intelligence and forms existence because of this.
The goal is to make the body and soul into one force. Which is what the Egyptians, Greeks and
Vedic Hindu's stated in their texts.
The entire point of the ancient religion was openly that of making the body and soul into one eternal
force thus ending the need for reincarnation as well. The science also shows the human body is
designed for immortality in the physical structure its just the gene that produces the enzyme to keep
the cell replication process perfect has been switched off in all the cells but the reproductive cells.
This is what causes aging in the body. These cells have been turned back on by Yogic practices that
of using the SATANAMA mantra from what was found in studies.
Satan and our Gods created the Human being to be physically immortal.

lucifer666 wrote:
“i am not saying the soul has nothing to do with race because the soul does,what am
saying is it can not be defined by race,how can you define a high cousiouness with
something as mere as race the soul does not exist in time,only the astral body has time
the mental and other energeric form of body,the soul is timeless and doesn't have a
beginning or an end it can not be destroyed,does who say the soul can die upon how so

stupid that sounds,do you mean that energy can die when it can not,how can the soul
which is higher than energy die when energy can not die,i am not certainly the one who
has an inferior understanding about this subject,you are a soul having a physical
experience and you goal is to grow spiritualy and here people are saying the soul can
die,and it will dissapear from existance,i give up,i believe most of you still need
learning instead if claiming you know every thing and telling me to shut simply because
you do not agree to my believe,the soul is having a physical experience so any thing that
affect the body affects the soul,but if you say the soul can die or that the soul is only
made for one race then i guess you dont know much about the soul or why you are
here,people will think the are their race or they are the mind when infact they are the
soul,the fact that you have a physical body does not make you your race or your
gender,and you think if your race do not exist you will not survive,that is a really
inferior understanding of spirituality.is this group a christain group where one certainly
state there own belive and then get angry when they hear something else without even
doing any research.”
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The funny thing is David Icke used JoS images off the main site in his presentations. He is probably
reading the JoS. And it seems when he states Reptiles these days he means Jews. Icke stated the
protocols of Zion are real which they are.
He is getting woke more and more. Probably the decades organized Jewish power harassed him
helped him out with that.
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HP Mageson666 wrote: “The funny thing is David Icke used JoS images off the main
site in his presentations. He is probably reading the JoS. And it seems when he states
Reptiles these days he means Jews. Icke stated the protocols of Zion are real which they
are.
He is getting woke more and more. Probably the decades organized Jewish power
harassed him helped him out with that.”

I think David Icke was largely David Kikeing most of the time, but lately, he looks like
he is waking up gradually.
It seems he has read the JoS and it has contributed in his theories. While he was wrong
about shape-shifting, he was very right in that these 'ruling families' indeed are reptilian
in some way. I also saw not long ago like a couple of years, a picture where it shows
reptilians are actually astrally helping individuals who are their slaves etc. And not
materially as claimed before.
I think gradually he will wake up fully, he is open minded. He at least has done some
interesting work. Also he seems to have increasing gradually in spiritual content as well.
He was talking about meditation in an interview in a more serious manner not long ago.
He still keeps kike-ing on things like "Universal Love" and other crap unfortunately.
But maybe he will wake up from his coma at some point fully.
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The actual origin of the Protocols come from the Kishinev pogrom that happened in April of 1903
when it was discovered that a Gentile child had been ritually murdered by the Jewish community.
Remember the case in the Russian Empire of the Rabbi, Mendel Beiliss for the ritual murder a ten
year old child, Andrei Youshchinsky. In which Beilss admitted was part of a black magic ritual
against the Czar in which the entire Jewish community was involved. In which witnesses identified
Beilss as the culprit who led the gang of Jews who kidnapped Andrei:

So this was an occurrence and the type of horror which generated the natural outrage of the Gentile
populations against the Jewish communities and uprising against them. And from England to Russia
was the number one listed reason for the pogroms and expulsion of the Jews. When this occurred
again with the Kishinev pogrom. Within the Jewish community that was stuck by the uprising by
the locals. The document was actually found by one of those involved and delivered to a local
publisher, Krushevan who published them.
As Dr. Radl shows:

Thus we can see that if we remove the myths and legends surrounding the Protocols and then place
them in their historical context using what we know about them: we can actually narrow down what
the source for the Protocols originally was. To wit a jewish document recovered from Kishinev by

pogromists and then given to Krushevan who then published it outside the jurisdiction of the court
of Odessa, which was looking for a way to prosecute him (and for which the Protocols would have
been suitable ammunition) and which is the reason why de Michelis rightly suspects the document
to have come from pogromist circles....
Now we know quite a lot about the Kishinev pogrom and that it was close to a major centre of
Zionist activity; Odessa, (95) where Vladimir Jabotinsky gives his first lecture on his extreme
Zionist variant; Revisionist Zionism, on the 7th April after hearing about the pogrom. (96) We know
that for example a large number of jewish Torah scrolls were desecrated and that the pogromists
took a large quantity of money, goods and objects from the jews during the pogrom itself. (97)

Now with a direct connection to the first editor of the Protocols, a major centre of the Zionist
movement in the Russian Empire (where extreme variants; like Revisionist Zionism, were forming)
and that we know objects of importance to jews were either damaged or taken. We can make a
rather revolutionary suggestion: the source document that the Krushevan edition was based on was
actually taken from the Khisinev pogrom and that it was some kind of Zionist document or local
plan.

Krushevan to protect himself from persecution and arrest for having any connection to the Pogrom
in which people were arrested and put on trial. Simply put in other source that of an agent in Paris,
to protect himself. However the second and most widely published copy of the Protocols by the
Christian Mystic, Nilus. In his book "The Great And The Small." Published in 1905 In which
references to the Torah [old testament] are removed and the references to Jews being against Christ
put in, and the references to Free Mason's put in along with statements about Nietzsche and Darwin.
With more added in general. The 1914 edition of Nilus's, publishing was again heavily edited and
altered. This is were the major increase in plagiarized material emerge. The Nilus editions are the
ones the "debunkers" like to use along with most of the confusion around them arise from this. The
Jewish Soviet system even went to their own extreme to further create anti propaganda against the
Protocols in the early 1920's. Because this document is major threat to them. In the nineties and
early millennium, Russian academic's and scholar's have also published works showing the
Protocols' are authentic.

Source:
Dr. Radl's blog:
http://semiticcontroversies.blogspot.com
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Icke is still tied into the new age Christ matrix to some extent, his first book was open theosophy of
the Christian Alice Bailey. Theosophy is new age Christianity. I believe our RTRs are helping him
out. He has also paved the way for the understanding there is a Reptilian hybrid race on this earth
and Icke mentions the Rothschild's are the closet to whatever alien cabal that is running this planet.
The Rothschild's are Cohen Jews who called themselves the "Messiah" of the Jewish race and are
part of the Zionist Frankist movement to create a global Jewish government. It was Rabbi Jacob
Frank who created the Frankist movement and put the Rothschild's into money and political power
with his massive political influence and money power himself. Frank wrote the Communist
manifesto back when it was still called the Illuminati manifesto then his fellow Jews on his orders
infiltrated the Masons and brought in Communism. Weishaupt a Hebrew speaking Jew and rabbi
just wrote down what Rabbi Frank dictated. It was also Frank who told Mayer Rothschild and
Warburg to get the illuminati rolling with the money power he put them into. When Frank died the
mantle of Messiah went to the Rothschild's and they still wear it. The top of world Free Masonry is
the B'nai Brith lodge which the Rothschild's rule over directly. This B'nai Brith is behind everything
from the ADL to the World Zionist Congress and all Jewish political lobbies for control of Gentile
governments. It was the Rothschild's who sent Warburg and Schiff over to America to put together
an oligarch lobby of rich robber barons to get the Federal Reserve into being. To get Jewish control
over America. And thus the world. At the time the Rothschild ran the British Empire which was the
richest nation on earth. Now Britain has lost its empire and is broke and full of savages who want
Islamic law. Thanks to the Jews.
What happened to Britain the loss of its richest status and world power and social collapse is also
the future of America thanks to the same Jews that did that to Britain running America into the ruin.
The Jews are already planning on moving the centre of their world cabal operations to China after
the collapse of America.
The all seeing eye of the Mason's is the kabala eye of Kether the symbol of the Jews world
government.
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I also have to consider the time in which Icke started his message speaking. A lot of this stuff was
not known and very controlled on the information. They didn't have the internet then and what you
could get locally at the book store or library is all there was. Which was not much. If you were

lucky you might have found out about a mailing list for ordering some more honest books but that
was rare back before the internet. Rockwell had to search for weeks thought every rare book store in
the city before he found one used copy of Hitler's book. Rockwell mentioned he had to look for
weeks in numerous libraries just to find one copy of the Talmud in English to study and then he had
to ask they didn't advertise it. And he was not allowed to leave with it. He had to read it in a special
room and return it to the safe.
Which is why the Jews want the internet shut down. They did have it shut down till the 666 of the
www came to town.
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